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A practical legal ‘how to’ guide
Lexis® Practical Guidance Maritime Law discusses all
aspects of shipping law in detail and provides practical
examples and clear explanations with references to
recent case law. Maritime law is a diverse and wide
ranging topic, complex in nature and often difficult to
source. With the aim of making the law more accessible,
LexisNexis and the contributors from Norton Rose
Fulbright South Africa Inc guide the reader through
various important aspects of maritime law.
Why they should use it
The legislation on ships is discussed and explained with
reference being made to recent case law, practical
examples and checklists. Practical Guidance Maritime Law
educates the readers on various aspects of maritime law
as well as highlighting the importance of maritime law in
a commercial sense. It covers content dealing with:
•	both public and private international law topics;
•	numerous conventions and rules;
•	admiralty jurisdiction and practice;
•	marine insurance;
•	carriage of goods by sea;
•	security arrests;

•	judicial sales;
•	applications to the Registrar; and
•	many other matters that are marine or maritime in
nature.
How it will help them?
•	The legislation on ships is discussed and explained
with reference being made to precedent-setting case
law and practical examples.
•	With step-by-step guidance and useful resources
such as checklists and relevant forms and precedents,
you’ll be fully equipped to deal with ship registry and
admiralty rules in South Africa as well as many more
matters relating to maritime law such as:
- how to arrest a ship,
- how to register a ship, and
- how to deal with a cargo claim.
Who should use this guide?
•	Legal practitioners and legal advisors operating in this
field
•	Ship owners
•	Charterers
•	Hull, cargo and liability insurers and brokers
•	Shipping companies

For the latest practical legal guidance, visit our website for a free demo or more information.
lexisnexis.co.za/pg/maritime
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A Guidance Notes
Over 35 sub-topic overviews and over 200 guidance
notes. The sub-topic overviews group content and
information together according to relevant legislative
requirements. Each guidance note provides step-bystep guidance on all necessary maritime legislative
requirements, processes and procedure which need to be
followed.
B Commentary
Provides you with selected extracts from LexisNexis
research products for deeper research.
C Legislation
Staying up-to-date with changes to maritime legislation is
made easy through regular updates to the site, including
content on relevant Acts such as:
• Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act
• Carriage of Goods Act
• Merchant Shipping Act
• Ship Registration Act
• National Ports Act
• South African Maritime Safety Authority Act
• Sea Transport Documents Act and
• Marine Living Resources Act, to name but a few.

D Case Law
The Case Law tab provides access to precedent setting
and up-to-date judgments. This case law is also discussed
and unpacked within the relevant guidance note.
E Forms and Precedents
Over 100 forms and precedents.
F Checklists
Checklists to ensure all steps are correctly followed.
G Other Resources
Over 30 useful resources that provide essential
information to assist in complying with relevant
legislation. Flowcharts and diagrams provide step-bystep assist in navigating process and procedure.
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